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Following an injury nightmare,
Lyn Ventris returned to
competition and broke the W60
5000m race walk record. Lyn
tells her story – Page 22.
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Medal Count (excluding relays)
Gold Silver Bronze Total

WA 166 146 140 452
NSW 122 73 52 247
VIC 100 77 36 213
QLD 47 34 24 105
SA 44 26 23 93
ACT 40 25 19 84
NT 14 15 5 34
TAS 11 10 5 26
OS 8 15 16 39

Best Age-Graded Performances
Sprints/Hurdles Jackie Bezuidenhout W50 NSW 300m Hurdles 103.97%
Middle Distance/Steeple David Carr M85 WA 2000m Steeple 96.89%
Distance Louisa Abram W55 QLD 5000m 94.32%
Walks Heather Lee W90 NSW 5000m Walk 102.92%
Throws Dorn Jenkins W60 VIC Weight 82.66%
Jumps Miriam Cudmore W80 SA Triple 101.81%

Inductees into Hall of Fame
Lavinia Petrie
Wilma Perkins
Stan Perkins

SONIA
MBEKHTA
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Click here to access results booklet

http://www.mastersathleticswa.org/perth2018/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Perth-2018-results-booklet.pdf
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I cannot imagine how difficult this job
would have been without the
incredible organisation of the
championships by the LOC headed
by the capable Richard Blurton. His
unreserved assistance was
appreciated. A heartfelt ‘thank you’
to those who gave me support and

made a positive contribution to the
experience.

The highlight of the event for me
was in a 1500m race where Lyle
James, who has a number of physical
and mental challenges, lapped  Cecil
Walkley, who of late has been beset
by illness and injury, gently placed his
hand on his mate’s shoulder to

acknowledge his efforts, before
continuing his race. Lyle is usually
the recipient of support and
encouragement but with this small
gesture, he managed to pay it
foreword. The embodiment of the
spirit of Masters competition.

JOHN DENNEHY
WA team manager

By CARMEL MEYER

Aside from the obvious thrills and
spills of competition at major events
such as the recent AMA Perth
Nationals, I enjoy watching and being
part of the interactions between
competitors, spectators and officials.
So a little of what I saw and heard at
Perth 2018…

I saw people enjoying the lovely
weather that Perth turned on for the
entire competition. Sprawling in the
shade on the grassy outfield after their
day’s work was over seemed a
popular choice for many; waving to the
few stalwarts clinging to the remaining
shaded row far up in the grandstand.

I heard people discussing the event
mascot while examining a medal- ‘…is
it a quokka??’ Maybe they were
hoping there would be an opportunity
for a selfie.

I warmed up at McGillvray oval with
athletes who are world class or just a
local like me. It was nice to be part of
this mixed squad of States and
abilities, all going through our pre-race
routines with focus, a few laughs, and
a few nerves.

I saw the yellow army spread around
the competition site, working with
diligence and enthusiasm for the
duration of the event, at times
enduring more than their share of the
sunshine. I donned my yellow t-shirt
and enjoyed assisting the cerulean
blue army of officials; especially the
opportunity to take advantage of their
knowledge of rules and regulations.
They were a cheery bunch. Some of
them had recently been officiating at
the Commonwealth Games and they
treated our competitors with the same
professionalism and courtesy.

I enjoyed the coffee from the onsite
van. The lady baristas were never
harried or stressed and seemed to be
enjoying providing a performance
boosting elixir to the steady stream of
customers.

I heard an athlete who had just
finished a 400m race in hot conditions
encouraging someone still to run with
‘…you’ll love it, the track is nice and
warm and bouncy.’

I chatted to MAWA Patron John
Gilmour and finally bought both his
books; delighted to have them

personally autographed. They are
more than a good read. It is humbling
to have this great man watching us
compete and present our medals. His
life story is inspirational.

I saw relief and delight on the faces
of two Sri Lankan athletes who had
found themselves lost and wandering
in Claremont. When told we were
fellow masters athletes who would
rescue them and take them to the
stadium they enveloped us in hugs. It
was lovely to see them compete over
the following days.

I saw tired and knotty muscles being
soothed and smoothed by the group
of physio students onsite. I am sure
those students now have a newly
acquired knowledge of ‘The Master's
athlete’ and the incredible muscle tone
and athleticism of the well-over-thirty
athlete.

I heard an interstate visitor on the
phone outlining her travel plans to
family or friend back home and
endeavouring to reassure them with
‘…apparently, if the whale sharks are
there the other sharks will stay
away…’
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Time to clean up

Yellow army’s here to help

Can’t you see I’m busy

Counting the laps

Yellow
jersey

Funny hat race Presidential help

Cross
country
timing
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Jumps
Melissa Foster

Most Outstanding
Male Athlete
David Carr

Sprints
Julie Brims (Qld)

Middle Distance
 Lavinia Petrie (Vic)

Distance
 Shaun Creighton

(ACT)

Walks
: Heather Carr (Vic)

Multi Events
 Geoff Gibbons (Tas)

Throws
Mary Thomas (NSW)

Most Outstanding
Female Athlete

 Miriam Cudmore (SA)

Most Outstanding
Individual

Performance
Jenny Flynn (Qld)

Administrator of Year
 Steve McGugan (NT)

Special Recognition
 Bruce Graham (ACT)

AMA AWARDS WINNERS

Announced at the Championships dinner in Perth
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CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD WINNERS

Brian Foley Award (Middle Distance)

Lavinia Petrie (Vic)

Royce Foley Award
 (Throws pentathon)

Jo Peters (WA)

Royce Foley Award (Throws
pentathon) and Champion of
Champions Throw (Weight)

Champion of Champions
 Throw (Weight)

Todd Davey (Tas)Dorn Jenkins (Vic)

91.12%

3813 pts

22.17m
hcp 6.94m20.93m

hcp 4.98m

4042 pts
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CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD WINNERS

Champion of Champions

ABOVE: Julie Brims sprints to the finish
line to win the Women’s Champion of
Champions. RIGHT: The champions

smile for the cameras.

ABOVE: Ashley McMahon scores victory
in  the Men’s Champion of Champions.

RIGHT: The men’s sprint champions.
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ABOVE: They have just
raced 5000m, but
competitors in the W50
plus event still had
energy left in the legs to
ham it up for the camera.

BELOW: Not to be outdone
the W30-49 5000m
competitors reach for the
sky after their race.

World record breaker Lyn
Ventris receives her medal
for the 5000m walk.

LEFT:  Annmarie
O’Donovan, Jennifer
Parker, Fiona Leonard and
Janne Wells are elated to
have finished the 4x400
relay.
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By JOHN DENNEHY
MAWA’s Melissa Foster took 8.14
seconds (85.01%) to score gold in the 60m
with Ruth Johnson (W75) taking hers with
an age-graded 90.14%. Maureen Keshwar
and Lynne Choate had a close battle for
the minor medals in the W65 age group.
Newcomer Stephen Crabbe (M70) ran
10.11 for his first national title and the
vastly experienced Barrie Kernaghan
needed only 9.45 (91.93%) for his victory.
Adrian McKenzie (M45) stunned
observers with his silver medal against
more experienced competitors in his debut.
Angie Ross (W35) ran a tactical 800m, to
lead W40 winner Sharon Davis home and
Petra Jerejian, while Fiona Leonard (W50)
displayed great tenacity to score her win.
World medallist, Marg Saunders (W65)
led from ‘go to whoa’ with Barbara
Blurton (W65) running within herself for
her title.

Denmark’s Carl Heslop (M30) sped
around the 800m in 2:20.29 for his title;
Chris Gould (M40) missing first place
after a huge kick, with Mark Dawson

(M55) snaring third place, a reward for
patience and persistence, both in his
training and racing. Campbell Till (M60)
also gained bronze, despite an interrupted
preparation by producing an amazing kick
within sight of the line. David Baird
(M75) paced himself well for his win;
Moreland Smith (M80) and David Carr
(M85) both completing their races in first
place.

Vanessa Carson (W35), Clare Wardle
(W40) who ran a massive PB, Eulalia van
Bloomestein (W45), Carey Dickenson
(W65) and Kathleen Hannig (W75) were
crowned champions in their respective
divisions in the 10,000m, the longest track
event available and were roundly
applauded for their stellar efforts.

Chris Lark (M35), Ross Langford
(M40), Kevin Matthews (M50), Bob
Schickert (M75) and Moreland Smith
(M80) all scored top place with their
10,000m runs as temperatures climbed
quickly in the arena. Sensible pacing and
opportune hydration contributing to their
successes.

In the 300m hurdles, Carol Bowman
(W60) and Maureen Keshwar (W65) were
winners, with Ben Armstrong (M30),
Chris Neale (M45), and Garry Hastie
(M55) successful in the men’s 400m
events.

Melissa Foster, later named AMA
Jumper of the Year, soared to an equal PB
and state record with a 5.78m jump
(80.73%) in an impressive display of
focus and determination. Gay Wyatt
(W60), Barbara Wilson (W65) and Ruth
Johnson (W75) also scored the top of the
podium finishes.

Byrony Glass (W40) threw 11.18m in
the shot put with Colleen Finnerty (W45)
throwing well to also grab a national title.
Matt Staunton (M40) edged out teammate
John Fettus by 2cm for his win with Geoff
Gee (M60), Ossie Igel (M65), James
Davis (M80) and Rob Shand (M85)
besting their opponents.

Byrony, in her preferred event, the
hammer, threw  51.75m (79.06%)
providing a highlight of the day.  For the
men Jo Peters (M60), James Davis and
Rob Shand were victorious.

Day One

MAIN PHOTO: Angie Ross leads
the pack on the first lap of the

800m. Angie won W35 gold with
Sharon Davis winning W49 gold.

INSET: Colin Smith tumbles to
the ground in the 60m.

9
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AMA Championships – Perth 2018

10,000m

ABOVE: Competitors begin their
25-lap journey in the first event of

the championships.
LEFT: Vanessa Carson leads

Hayley Schoenmaker and fellow
WA athletes Clare Wardle and

Eulalia van Blomestein.

MICHIHITO MUROI

CHRIS LARK
KERIN

THOMSON
BOB SCHICKERT
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Mission accomplished

My Nationals
This year was my tenth consecutive
Australian Masters Athletics
Championships. Malaga this year will
be my third successive World
Championships. It’s always a great
way to combine travel with sport and
meet like-minded people from
around Australia and the world.

My resurrection as an athlete
began with the Rottnest Island
Marathon in 2007 as a holiday. I ran
surprisingly well off mainly cycling
training. Shortly after I ran a season
of track with the ACT Masters
Athletics club and I was on my way
to racing again.

A year prior to entering my first
championships in Adelaide I did
research into my running peers and
their current form. I also examined
current training methods as I had
been out of the sport for almost two
decades. Enter an article ‘Moroccan
training – El Guerrouj. The Training
of the Moroccan World Class
Athletes’. I used this article as a
basis for training methods and a
periodisation structure that enabled

me to be at my best once or twice a
year for championship competitions.

In Canberra, I gathered together a
small group of friends I could train with
and encourage each other. Every
Saturday morning we gather for a
taxing session on the grass at Stromlo
Forest Park. Post-session we peel off
for brunch at one of the many local
cafes. It’s a great way to start the
weekend. Most of my friends have
come to an Australian Championship
or even World Championship in Perth
and competed with success.

In these championships in Perth, I
competed in four distance events.  It’s
very taxing backing up from a hard
10,000m race for three more days. I
train for it with back to back days of

hard training followed by a couple of
easy days to recover. Even then I
usually need one ‘sit and kick’ day.
This year it was the 1500m.

In the 10,000m I was aware of the
AMA Championships M55 record of
34:19 held by John Gilmour since
1976. It was very similar to the time
I ran in Auckland for the World
Masters Games a year earlier. I
decided I would ‘give it a crack’ here.

The 10,000m race in Perth was
solid from the gun with Ross
Langford doing much of the work. On
the third or fourth lap, the pace
dropped by a couple of seconds. I
went straight to the front and kept the
pace high. Ross went to the front
again and stayed there a few laps
later, the bunch that included Kevin
Matthews split and we all chased
each other to the line. With incentive
from in front and behind I managed
to take a few seconds off the record
held by John Gilmour.

John Gilmour was very gracious in
presenting medals to us all weekend
and posing for photos. We had many
chats. He is a lovely man.

BRUCE GRAHAM

Legen
d’s

record

brokenBruce Graham leads
Ross Langford in the

early laps of the
10,000m.
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Long jump

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

LEFT: Donna Abbey sails through
the air on her way to a bronze
medal with a jump of 4.23m.

MELISSA FOSTER

DELIA BALDOCK

CHRIS NEALE

LISA LIMONAS
JENNIFER PARKER

CARRIE FRANCIS

BRENDA PAINTER
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Rolled gold

My Nationals
I was excited to have the chance to run
on the “fast” track of Perth again for
Nationals this year.

This year being another World
Championship year I thought I would
try to enjoy the championships by doing
events that I wouldn’t normally do.

I haven’t long jumped since 2007, I
realised I have no LJ technique so I
thought the best plan was to sprint as
fast as I could towards the take-off
board and hope for the best.

I ended up flying off the board but
forgot how to control the jump in the air
and land, after a one and a half roll in
the sand before I came to a stop,  I
somehow managed to jump 4.57m to
surprisingly win the W50 long jump.

I then got onto the track to record
good times in both the 60m and a new
Championship record in the 100m final
with 12.63s.

This year I also ran my first 400m
since 2016, this was good to
experience the race again and I now
realise I could be competitive at this
distance again.

 Unfortunately, in my panic and fear
of running this distance, I got the start
lines mixed up and ended up being
DQ’d. Oh well, these things happen,
being a sprinter, I did enjoy running the
“longer” distance of 400m again. I plan
to run 400m again at Malaga in
September.

The last day of the championships
again had perfect Perth weather, the
women's 200m races  were on at 8am

which was hard to wake up for. The
Fremantle Doctor also had a sleep
in and instead we had a nasty
headwind into the home straight, so
our times weren’t so good but
crossing the line first is all that
mattered!

My Queensland relay team got
themselves on the medal Dias with
silver in the 4 x 100m relay!

 Relays are always the most
exciting event to run! I’m looking
forward to being able to run with
ladies from the other states in relays
for the Australian team in Spain in
September!

Only four months to go!!
JULIE BRIMS

2

4 5

3

“You can leave some sand in the
pit” was the comment from one of

the officials when Queensland’s
Julie Brims showed her unique

landing on her way to a gold medal
in the W50 long jump.

1
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800m

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

AMANDA COOMBE
and SUZI GRAVES

ANGIE ROSS
BARBARA BLURTON DAVID CARR

DON MATHEWSONleads DAVID BAIRD PETRA JEREJIAN

LEFT: Margaret Saunders
crosses the finish line to win
the W60 gold medal in 2:48.02.
INSET: Margaret heads up the
main straight.

FIONA LEONARDand JULIE WILSON
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AMA Championships – Perth 2018

60m

ABOVE: ACT’s Margaret Taylor

battles with New Zealand’s Chris

Waring. Margaret won from Chris

and Peggy Macliver.

JULIE BRIMS and KYLIE STRONG

ERNIE LESEBERG, ADRIANMcKENZIE and MARK GIGLIO STEPHEN CRABBE and BOB HULL
BARRY KERNAGHANheads ALBERT GAY

NSW’s Maria Cimino pips Tasmania’sCathy Mckeown and WA’s LisaLimonas for the silver medal in W45.NSW’s Ranell Hobson won the gold.
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PETER
HANSON

Shot

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

HOWIE WARD

ANNE
LANG

MARY THOMAS

LUELLA JENKINS

LINDSEY
GLASS

PETER MULLER

JOHN FETTUS

LEFT: Matt Staunton won the gold

medal in the M40 shot with a throw

of 11.61m from John Fettus

(below) who threw 11.59m.
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AMA Championships – Perth 2018

Long hurdles

Victoria’s Jess Dux (left) and

WA’s Jaimie Lovell battle for the

lead in the 400m long hurdles.

Jess claimed the win from Jaimie.

DELIA
BALDOCK

JACKIE BEZUIDENHOUT

GIOVANNI
PUGLISI

GREG
KENNEDY

MAUREEN
KESHWAR
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My Nationals
It was an awesome four days of
Perth Nationals 2018. I thoroughly
enjoyed the competition. There
were a lot of challenges that I had
to overcome, apart from getting
over the 80m and 300-metre
hurdles. These challenges started
during the summer programme
and training at Ern Clark Athletic
Centre.

Sometimes I wasn't motivated to
train and to turn up, but then I
would feel guilty for not being
100% committed to my training. I
found that I was constantly asking
myself "What am I doing here?
Why am I doing this?" Never did I
anticipate that the real battle
would be played out in my mind
and emotions. I learned that I had
to overcome the self-doubt and
develop a mindset of "I can do
this!"

I am thankful for the coaches
Tom Lenane and David Carr,
especially Tom for his continual
encouragement and patience with
us, and also imparting his
knowledge and technical skills on
how each event must be done and
executed. At times the training
was hard and I just wanted to quit,
but I'm so glad that I didn't. I knew
that I wasn't as good as the other
competitors in my age group and I
had to dig deep and stay focused
on my training, which really did
pay off. My best race was the
300m  hurdle event.

 With only myself and another
competitor from a different age
group, a NSW 75-year- old male
Albert Gay, we had to race each
other. At the sounding of the gun,

‘I can do this’

we took off head to head and were
running together synchronising each
step, just like synchronised
swimmers. When I reached the sixth
hurdle is when I heard the vocal
crowd cheering me on. From that, I
drew extra strength to push harder
and get me through to the finish line.
I managed to get him, (hahaha)
Everyone cheered us on and we both
ended up with gold medals. We
hugged and laughed. What good

sportsmanship it was. I've learned
that I need to relax more in my
running as I tend to get stressed and
lose form and focus.

I entered in eight events and
medalled in all, five gold, three
silvers. Now looking forward to the
World's coming up in Malaga. I wish
all the competitors an enjoyable and
successful World's Championships
for 2018. Good luck everyone.

MAUREEN KESHWAR

Maureen Keshwar (left) battles with Lyn Peake in the 100m

18
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Hammer

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

LAJOS
JONI

BYRONY
GLASS

SHARON
MOLONEY

MATT
STAUNTON

PAULA
KENNEDY

TOM
GRAVESTOCK

CHRIS
SCHELFHOUT

LEFT: Geoffrey Gee
dances across the
circle in the hammer
throw.
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By JOHN DENNEHY

Melissa Foster went under the 13 second barrier for the
first time (12.95) and Ruth Johnson took her title with an
85.30% effort. Andy Taylor (M40) picked up a silver, Lisa
Limonas, and Carmel Meyer both snagged bronze courtesy
of strong finishes. Again Maureen and Lynne Choate
battled for the minor medals in the W65s. Barrie
Kernaghan (M75) ran 14.95 (88.36%) for his win, with
Daniel Leseberg, Adrian McKenzie, Michael Byrne, Brian
Waldhuter and Norm Richards all taking medals. Ted
Miller and Stephen Crabbe tied for silver in the M70 race.

Petra Jerejian (W40) led home fellow Tuesday night
WAAS competitors Clare Wardle (W40) and Vanessa
Carson (W35) for medals in the metric mile. Tracey
Gleeson (W45), Karyn Gower (W55), Carey Dickason
(W65) and Erica Mercer (W70) also contributing to the
medal count. Carl Heslop (M30), Chris Gould (M40)
fought ‘tooth and nail’ for his win, Bert Carse (M75,
Moreland Smith and David Carr won gold.

Jennifer Parker (W45) despite injury restricting her to
her weakest events grabbed the gold in the short hurdles,
inspiring Maureen Keshwar to a state record of 17.98.

MAWA’s strength in the steeples was evident with
Simone Solomon, Margaret Saunders, Gillian Young and
Lynne Schickert all winning their respective divisions.
Tracy Gallagher, Janne Wells, Jacqui McQueen, Julie
Wilson and Carol Bowman showed good form over the
distance. Moreland and David Carr (96.89%) repeated their
success in the men’s events.

MAWA athletes won all the 3000m steeplechases. Ben
Armstrong (M30) was reeled in by Rob Nichols (M40)
who maintained evenly paced laps and finishing strongly
in 10:34.36. Winners, Patrick Jones (M45), Kevin
Matthews (M50) and Trevor Scott (M55) all ran controlled
efforts as did Alan Gray (M55) for his bronze.

High Jumpers Jamie Lovell (W30), Sue Coate (W50),
Gay Wyatt (W60) and Ruth Johnson (W75) all stood on
the top of the podium with Andrew Brooker (M45), Nenad
Peisker (M60) winning on a countback, Greg Wilson
(M70), Brian Waldhuter (M75) and Norm Richards (M80)
also claiming titles.

Maureen Keshwar (W65) was the only MAWA winner
in the women’s discus competition despite some meritous
efforts. Mark Hamilton (M45),  Tim Lyons (M55), Tom
Gravestock (M60), Ossi Igel (M65) and Rob Shand (M85)
turning back all title claimants.

Cheryl McMahon (W40), Bonny O’Laughlin (W45) and
Yolanda Carstens (W50) all threw the javelin to score gold
with Stan Selby (M70) and Rob Shand (M85) repeating in
the men’s events.

In the 5000m walks, MAWA took gold with Melissa
Lewis (W30), Kellie Sadler (W35) and Regina Crouch
(W45). Karyn Tolardo (W50), Wendy Farrow and Cheryl-
Lee Dean were the medallists in the W50 division. Lyn
Ventris (W60), Luella Jenkins (W75), Wayne Byram
(M45), Andrew Duncan (M50) and Victor Munoz (M60)
all won gold medals with Hayden Gawne finishing ahead
of John McDonagh in the M70 race by two-hundredths of
a second with a desperate finish to clinch medals.

Day Two

MAIN PHOTO; Andy Taylor
crosses the finish line to  a silver
medal in the 100m. INSET: Kate

Seibold leads Petra Jerejian,
Sonia Mbekhta, Clare Wardle and

Vanessa Carson in the 1500m.
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AMA Championships – Perth 2018

5000m walk

ABOVE: Garry Hastie leads Kevin

Cassidy and Stephen Barker.

Melissa Lewis strides outon her way to the W30
gold medal.

 ANDREW DUNCAN

CHERYL-LEE DEAN

WAYNE
BYRAM

VICTOR MUNOZ and JASON KELL
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Golden
return
follows

nightmare

My Nationals
My nationals!  What a journey it has been!

I guess without me knowing my
nationals 2018 commenced way back in
2011.

Everything was going amazingly well.
Training was perfect – every session went
to plan.

I was breaking world records right left
and centre.  This was a dream ride.  The
icing on the cake was being voted IAAF
World Best Masters Female Athlete of
the year not only for 2011 but I did it
again in 2012.  The possibilities were
endless.  Still competing in some open
events and doing well and every time I
stepped on the track it was a momentous
occasion. This was one epic journey!

However, in the background, I was
having some niggly things going on in my
right hamstring.  Just a little bit annoying.
All was okay – just a bit of physio here
and some massage there did the trick.

It was in the lead up to the World
Indoor Championships in Jyvaskyla where
the soreness was starting to set in and
hang around.

I competed in Finland setting world
indoor records for the 3000m track walk
and 10k road walk.  The soreness started
to get worse and not go away.

It got to the point where I couldn’t
train without my hamstring being painful.
The tests and treatments started,
amongst them, acupuncture, physio,
massage – nothing seemed to help.
Finally, an MRI confirmed the worst – the
hamstring was partially torn from the
bone.  Surgery was an option.  I delayed
for as long as I could but it started to
affect my day to day life.  Sitting in a car,
at a restaurant, in a plane was agony
because the hamstring issue was
affecting the sciatic nerve.  I googled and
googled information on the hamstring
surgery, the outcomes, the success.
Some patients made a full recovery and
returned to full training and competition
a smaller majority didn’t.  I decided that
I was going to be one of the successful
ones.  So on November 27, 2013, into
hospital I went and got it over and done
with. Well not quite – crutches for six
weeks and intensive rehab for 12
months.  Then I’d be fine – back to what
I did the  best training – winning – setting
world records.

It wasn’t quite like that – sometimes
as they say – ignorance is bliss.  I had an
uphill battle ahead of me that no one
could predict. The surgery had created
too many imbalances in other parts of my
body. My left side (always being the
weaker side) was really taking a

hammering. I had major sciatic problems
now developing in my left leg.

There were so many comebacks’ to
training only to break down again and
again. Perth 2016 was going to be the big
one – new age group hometown world
championships – the perfect setting for
a great comeback – but still, it wasn’t
meant to be – I was seriously starting to
lose heart.  Still determined – I decided
that I was going to compete in Daegu at
the World Indoor Championships.  Things
were going okay until week 11 when
things started to go backwards again.  I
was in so much pain.  I came home from
a particularly agonising training session
and made a decision to call it quits and
went off to focus on a new fitness
regimen that I could enjoy – I got stuck
into boot camp and had a ball with a new
group of friends and a great instructor.

Gradually the pain got better and I felt
I was ready to give race-walking another
attempt.

I found a new coach and we worked on
building up very, very slowly.  It seemed
to take forever for my times to improve
and I hated the distance sessions.

That was eight months out from the
Nationals in Perth.  I had plenty of time
to get ready – all going well.  There were
a few tiny interruptions with some
niggles here and there but finally, the
body was starting to respond in a positive
way to the very slow build up.  Times
were improving and in the final weeks
leading into the championships, there
were some really good sessions with all
of the indicators pointing to some very
good outcomes.

The night before the 5000m track walk
I was just excited!  Not nervous, not
apprehensive.  I was ready to go out on
that track and do it.  Compared to the
number of times in the past three years
where I was just so not wanting to go out
and race, this time it was entirely
different I wanted to race and knew I
could race well.  Race well I did with the
result being a W60 world record in the
5000m track walk.  Next was the 10k road
walk and the plan was the same.  I was
ready to race!  However, things didn’t
quite pan out to a world record like I
knew I was capable of but contributing
factors like the weather, the course and
being race rusty weren’t conducive to a
fast time but I won gold and I finished
without any major soreness and live to
see another day to chase that elusive 10k
record!

“My Nationals” was the best I have had
in a very long time!

LYN VENTRIS

Lyn Ventris powers to a gold
medal in the 10km road walk at

Perry Lakes Reserve.
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High jump

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

LEFT: Sue Coate won the

W50 gold medal with a jump

of 1.35m.

OSSI IGEL

GAY WYATT NENAD PEISKER
WILMA PERKINS

MARGARET TAYLOR
GARRY HASTIE HANS VENTER
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Javelin

COLLEEN FINNERTYSIOBHAN O’LOUGHLINSTAN SELBY

SHARON MOLONEY

ABOVE: Garry Hastie won the

silver medal in M55 with a

throw of 34.99m.

Andrew Ward stepsdown the runway
and recorded a
32.57m throw.
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Discus

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

JAN BANENS ANNE LANG
LUELLA JENKINS

ROBIN WHYTE
RAY GREEN

TOM GRAVESTOCK

LEFT: Geoff Gee
keeps his eye on the

platter as it leaves his

hand.

BEV HAMILTON
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Hurdles

DELIA BALDOCK JENNIFER PARKER JESS DUX

RYAN DOWLING

Eric Hayward clears the

hurdle on his way to a silver

medal in M50 100m hurdles.

LEFT: Jamie Lovell shows

her style over the hurdle to

claim the silver medal in the

100m event.
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My Nationals
I was feeling good and looking
forward to competing in the nationals
in Perth. I had pushed myself as hard
as I could, with the help of David Carr
and the rest of my Saturday’s training
group. There is definitely an
advantage of competing in your own
state. No traveling or jet lag, it is
cheaper and you can use your own
car to drive to the track.

Unfortunately, the person who was
supposed to organise the hurdles
had an accident. I was asked if I
could do the job on short notice. I had
not had much experience but would
give it a go.

On day 1 Thursday it was the long
hurdles, easy all the hurdles are put
on the green markings.

I had a couple of helpers but it was
still very tiring walking around the
400m and setting up the hurdles. It
took about three hours but we could
not complete because other races
were on.

At the start of my 300m hurdle, I
felt exhausted, my head was telling
me not to do this. On the  other hand,
if I don’t do this I might regret it. I did
the hurdles and my head was right.
All my energy had been drained out

of me. I knocked most of the hurdles
and fell on the last one. I landed on
both arms but managed to finish the
race. I still got the gold medal as I was
the only one in my age group.

Later on in the afternoon was my
800m, I decided to withdraw and rest
for my next day’s competition.

On day 2, Friday, I had to help set
up for short hurdles. Luckily I had lots
of good helpers to help set up the
hurdles.  This is a more complex task,
different track markings, and
measurements. I got to work and did
as much as possible. There were few
problems, but they eventually got
sorted out.

I warmed up for my 80m hurdles but
didn’t feel confident after my fall.
Decided to withdraw and just do the
steeple in the afternoon. My hand and
wrist were very painful, so I decided
to just to do the best I could. Margaret
Saunders won gold, Julie Wilson silver
and I got the bronze.

On day 3, Saturday, 400m. I was
really looking forward to running my
400m. The other competitors were
much faster than me but I still felt
confident. My chance to get a SB or
even better a PBA.

I had a good start and I was about
20m behind at the 200m mark. Then

they all took off and I was about 40m
behind at the finish. I was happy with
that and thought I ran about 84s. To
my surprise, I ran 81 approx. A PBA.
That was the highlight of my
competition and gave me a high for
hours.

On day 4, Sunday, it was the
Pentathlon. It was very windy
conditions, with gale force winds
continually. Unfortunately, we had to
run against it for our 100m. Most of
the competitors in my heat were
about my speed, this helped me to
run faster. I managed to win my heat
with about 1 sec slower than normal.
The second event was the shot. Not
sure if I could throw the shot with my
sore hand, I had a go. I felt
excruciating pain when I tried. I tried
again, same pain, but managed to
get a couple of throws in. My next
event was the long jump. I attempted
it but couldn’t seem to hit the board.
As my wrist was painful, I decided to
withdraw from the pentathlon. It was
very exciting watching the others
running the 800m. Gay Wyatt took
the lead and ran very well to win the
race. Also taking the gold in the
pentathlon, Trish Stallard NSW
silver, and Julie Wilson the bronze.

CAROL BOWMAN

1

2

3

Carol Bowman
knocks the final
hurdle and
crashes to the
ground in the
300m hurdle.

Ouch!
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100m

ABOVE: NSW’s Kylie Strong
(left) and Qld’s Julie Brims go
stride for stride with Julie winning
W50 gold and Kylie silver.

NICOLA HIBBERT

CARMEL MEYER and

SHARON MOLONEY
LISA LIMONAS and MARIA CIMINOBERNIE RIVIERE

WA’s Sam Wong
crosses the finish line
with NSW’s Michael
Stavrianos behind.
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Steeplechase

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

LEFT: Rob Nichols splashes
down on his way to the gold
medal in M40 3000m
steeplechase.

CAROL BOWMAN

MARGARET SAUNDERS

DAVID CARR

HAROLD MEMBREYGILLIAN YOUNG
TREVOR SCOTT

PATRICK JONES
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By JOHN DENNEHY

Angie Ross (W35) ran ‘like the sprinter
she was’ for her win in the 400m.
Margaret Saunders (W60) also scored a
win, but it was W65 Barbara Blurton’s
storming (91.75%) run that took the eye.
Barrie Kernaghan (M75) ran an
exceptional race for his gold with David
Carr producing a 1:21.93 (95.00) effort.
Cecil Walkley, Chris Neale, Ross
Goulden, David Baird, Michael Byrne
and Tolli all ran into the medals along
with Campbell Till, Darren Rogers, Ruth
Johnson, Carol Bowman, Fiona Leonard
and Jamie Lovell.

In the 5000m the lead changed several
times with the ‘Tuesday night girls’
aware of each other's strengths and
weaknesses. Angie Ross (W35) led for
much of the distance before struck with
a stitch. Clare Wardle (W40) ran a huge
PB for the win followed by triathlete

Petra Jerejian. Angie claimed the gold
with Vanessa Carson closing fast. Tracey
Gleeson (W45) headed ‘islander’ Kathryn
Hough in their race, with Loretta
Shillinglaw (W75) also a title holder. Julie
Wilson and Karyn Gower ran themselves
into bronze medal positions with sterling
efforts.

Steve Preece (M45), Kevin Matthews
(M50), Giovanni Puglisi (M65), Moreland
Smith (M80) and Irwin Barrett-Lennard
(M85) were all victorious despite a high
standard of opposition with Bert Carse,
Ivan Brown, Rob Cattrall, Tom Lenane,
Trevor Scott, Mark Dawson, Dante
Giacomin, Ross Langford and Rob
Nichols notable in their efforts in brutal
conditions.

A state record (2.70m) for Geoff
Brayshaw (M65) scored him a gold medal
in the pole vault while Phil Smyth (M70)
and Greg Wilson (M70) filled the top

spots in their division. Overall the fields
were small but the competition was no
less intense.

Melissa Foster continued her winning
ways with an 11.65m triple jump, Delia
Baldock (W55), Maureen Keshwar
(W65) and Ruth Johnson (W75) also
winning gold. Coach Dave Wyatt (M65)
11.65m, Brian Waldhuter (M75) 7.68m
and Norm Richards (M80) were victors
in the men’s equivalent.

Melissa Lewis (W35), Kellie Sadler
(W40), Regina Crouch (W45) Karyn
Tolardo (W50) and Ruth Johnson (W75)
walked their way to the premier position
in the 1500m event as did Wayne Byram
(M45) and Andrew Duncan (M50) in the
men’s. Jason Kell walked a massive PB
with Hayden Gawne and John
McDonagh continuing their fierce, but
friendly rivalry. Despite intense scrutiny,
there were no disqualifications.

Day Three

MAIN PHOTO: Geoff
Brayshaw sails over the

bar on his way to a
gold medal and  state

record in the M65 pole
vault.  INSET: Barbara

Blurton sprints to the
finish line in the 400m.
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5000m

ABOVE: Loretta Shillinglaw

crosses the finish line in the

5000m to the applause of

fellow women competitors

Don Matthewson
leads Bob Hulland the rest of thefield on the first lap
of the 5000m.

KEITH HILL and PETER LYDEN

ANGIE ROSS, CLARE WARDLEand PETRA JEREJIAN

TESS
SMITH and

KARYN
GOWER TOM LENANE
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My Nationals
I was determined to get to Perth to compete at these
championships – as two years earlier I had entered the
World Masters Event – only to sustain an injury a month or
so out which left me unable to walk let alone run for five
weeks. I did think it was going to be Déjà vu all over again
for Perth leading into this event – with a few weeks where I
was limited to swim, bike and elliptical training to ease a
painful hip/back.   This led me to withdraw (regretfully) from
the 800 and 1500m which I had originally entered to
ensure that I could get through the 5000m. Trying to be
sensible!

I am fairly new to Masters Athletics and am definitely still
learning how to run/race on the track – however, I have
enjoyed running most of my life.  In the past few years, I
also have been encouraged by my daughter, Felicity, to
dabble in Triathlon which has been a lot of fun.

A reduced programme meant for a later arrival into Perth.
My husband and I arrived on Thursday evening flying in
from Brisbane.  We ventured out to the track on Friday
morning courtesy of the wonderful shuttle service provided
for athletes for these championships. We certainly made
use of this great service for the three days in Perth… it
made the travel to and from the Stadium so easy. So huge
thanks to the organisers for this great service.

Race day, Saturday 28th 8am: Women’s 55-59 5000m
I do get nervous so I guess this morning was no different.

It was lovely, cool conditions with a slight wind on the
stadium side of the track. I was excited to race which
means a tendency to go out too hard (just too excited) only
to fade in the last lap which is what I did in Dunedin in
January. There were 23 of us in the race so sometimes I
was not able to see the clock as I went past but I had an
indication that I was on track. I was thrilled to be able to
hold fairly well and cross the line in 18:24 which was an
Australian and Championship record. It was lovely to watch
all the other competitors complete their race and we
managed a fun photo at the end.

Saturday afternoon was a fascinating tour of the Perth
Mint – and Saturday evening was the AMA dinner at the
Forrest Centre in Perth – where we met some wonderful
people and exchanged some great stories. At this dinner I
was honoured to be awarded the Clem Green Trophy from
Oceania Masters Athletics for my 1500m performance in
Dunedin –  this was a wonderful surprise!

Sunday morning was Cross Country at Perry Lakes
reserve – and it was a warm morning but quite a pleasant
and easy course. Lovely to catch up with other
competitors’ post-race again. (see above note about going
out too hard LOL )

I thoroughly enjoyed my few days at these
championships. I am meeting new people at every event
and love catching up with friends I have made from
previous races. The organising committee did a wonderful
job and I am already looking forward to the next one in
Melbourne. Congratulations to each and every competitor
at this event. Such a wonderful way to keep fit and young!

Lou Abram

Louisa Abram strides out on her
way to a gold medal and runnng

18:24 for 5000m.

Record run

32
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Triple jump

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

GAY WYATT

MIRIAM
CUDMORE

CAREY
DICKASON

BRENDA
PAINTER

LYNNE
SCHICKERT MAUREEN

KESHWAR

LEFT: Jamie Lovell prepares

for touchdown. Jamie

jumped 9.84m to win the

W30 silver medal.

MELISSA FOSTER
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Pole vault
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GREG WILSON

JACINTA BURNS
DALE MASINI WILLIAM TYLER

WA’s Phil Smyth
sails over the bar on
his way to the M70
gold medal with a
jump of 2.50m.
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400m

SONIA MBEKHTA
KAREN
LONG

JAIMIE LOVELL

CARMEL MEYER

WA’s Angie Ross

leads Yael Reed (left)

and Heather Whitaker
on her way to the
W35 gold medal.
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Victoria’s Julie
Aylward and
Queensland’s
Lee-Anne Nelsonfight out the W45400m. Julie won
gold with Lee-
Anne taking the
silver
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My Nationals
As most know I represent Tasmania
and have done for five years due to
my father being born there and he
was also a Tasmanian State
Representative in two sports. Being
part of only a five-man/woman team
from Tasmania fills you with pride
and places an onus of burden to do
as well as possible for little Apple Isle.

I entered the Championships with
a minor grade tear in my tricep
tendon which I thought had repaired
and the week before my SP effort at
ECAC was World Ranked #1 but
alas a training session on the day
before the Championships re-
aggravated the injury which saw my
distances severely down on the
standard I expect of myself.

I was fortunate enough to have
none of the big guns enter the M50
events to push me to my limits and
the result was five gold medals in the
five events I contested (Hammer,
Shot Put, Discus, Weight Throw and
the Throws Pentathlon).

So at the end of the day, I brought
home the maximum I could for TMA
which fills me with pride.

The event itself was well run and
the officials were excellent.

The weather was kind with
sunshine however not favourable
with regards to wind direction at this
time of the year in Perth.

I once again hosted at my place a
great mate of mine from NSW in
Ricard Meiring (WMA Hammer and
Weight Throw M40 Champion) and
we shared many laughs and had a
few serious discussions interspersed
with a beer or two whilst watching
some movies at home. I have hosted
Ricard and others before and its
always a pleasure to share their
company.

I was extremely pleased to see
Geoffrey Gee break his M60 Shot
Put SR with 13.30m and also Jo
Peters doing so well and culminating
in a new M60 Throws Pentathlon
Record of 3813 points and the Royce
Foley Trophy (I had a little ‘tiny’ bit to
do with his success as we discussed
managing pressure and expectation
in comp over the last year and he is
now a relaxed highly efficient and
world-class thrower).

Byrony Glass was the highlight of
the four days with her two AR’s --
simply awesome.

All in all, it has been a successful
year for me with five Australian
records and a host of competition

trophies which culminated in the
Champion of Champions Trophy at
the Nationals for Weight Throw (I
managed to save one decent throw
through prudent risk management of
my arm) to take that out.

Going forward I won't be attending
WMA Malaga, Spain due to work
commitments, however, I will be
putting in a huge winter season with
some guidance from existing coach
Lindsey Glass and I have Ricard
Meiring (Hammer and Weight Throw)

along with Russell Hodder (Discus
and Shot Put) in SA providing some
long distance expertise to maximize
my true potential which many believe
is still untapped. I look forward to
seeing what these three technical
geniuses can do to improve my
performances and target new
records along the way.

Next stop for me will be a return to
AMA Winter Throws Championships
in NSW at the beginning of October.

TODD DAVEY

Big gun

Todd Davey
prepares to unleash
one of his mammoth

throws in the shot.
Photo: VICTOR YONG
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Throws pentathlon
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LEFT: Maria Cimino
concentrates as she
dances across the
circle in the hammer
during the throws
pentathlon.

ANDREW WARD

GREG
WILSON

JANNE WELLS

Jim Davis threw 27.75min the hammer to score706 points on his way to agold medal in the M80throws pentathlon.

NORMAN STANGER
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My Nationals
At last, the AMA Championships returned to
Perth, and we did not have to travel or
organise accommodation etc. I looked forward
to catching up with interstate friends I only get
to see at championships.

WA Masters athletics must be congratulated
on the organisation as they were great
championships and on the whole everything
ran smoothly, even the weather came to the
party, all the hard work put in paid off.  Good
to see Kings Track and field from Sydney
travel over and set up shop, I spent some hard
earned cash buying throwing equipment
saving $$$$ on the freight component.

All my throws were well below my best, that
being understandable as I have had several
setbacks over the past 12 months with lower
back pain due to Curvature of the spine plus
three heart procedures with another coming
up in a months time. So my training schedule
had been very limited and at times nonexistent.

The W70 Throws only had three
competitors, Mary Thomas, NSW, Claire
Woods, SA and myself. In saying that the
competition was of a very high standard as
my very good friend,  Mary Thomas has been
named the World Masters Thrower of the year
and will receive her award at the World
Championships in Malaga in September. We
have had some great throwing duals over the
past 12 years and she really deserved this
award.

Our first event was Shot at 8.15am on
Thursday, where I received the Bronze medal,
followed by Hammer in the afternoon for a
silver.  Friday began with Discus (Silver) then
Javelin (Bronze).  Saturday was the Throws
Pentathlon, Silver (a very tiring event) and
Sunday was Weight Throw where I won Silver.

I spent time as a volunteer, first on the high
jump which was new to me and I really
enjoyed it, and then on Javelin as part of the
Outdoor Pentathlon.

It was great to witness Byrony Glass break
the Australian record in the Weight Throw and
Lyn Ventris back to her best, breaking the
World record in the walk.

The awards dinner was an enjoyable night,
catching up with friends The food selection
was really great and awards going to some
really special people.

I had a lovely time being involved in the
championships along with many other athletes
who enjoyed visiting our beautiful city.

BEV HAMILTON

Champs a success

Bev Hamilton prepares to
unleash the shot on Day

One of competition.
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1500m walk

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

KARYN
TOLARDOMELISSA

LEWIS
JULIE WILSON

GARRY
HASTIE

JASON KELL and WAYNE BYRAM

GREG
KENNEDY

MAIN PHOTO:  Dennis Williams receives a warning

as he follows Chandraratne Jayasinghe. INSET:

John Dennehy comes under the official’s eye.
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By JOHN DENNEHY

Jaime Lovell, Melissa Foster, Nicola
Hibbert, Lisa Limonas, Fiona Leonard,
Peggy Macliver and Ruth Johnson all
medalled in the 200m. Peggy’s time of
37.06 is age-graded at 81.46%. The wind
was steadily increasing in the home
straight peaking at -4.1 for the M60s.
Darren Rogers took the M35 title in
25.81, with the heavily inked Andy
Taylor (M40) an aggressive silver medal
winner. "Tolli" ran into third on the bend
and held his place strongly to the tape,
with Ted Miller (M70) showing the same
resolve in his event. Barrie Kernaghan
(M75), Norm Richards (M80) and David
Carr (M85) all established their
dominance over their respective
opponents early on before drawing away
further on the home straight to triumph.

Perry Lakes Reserve was the scene of
the cross country events, competitors
racing over 6km or 8km, depending on
the age group. Every piece of shade was
appreciated by the runners as the

temperatures continued to climb
throughout the race. Jim Langford (M70)
ran more on memory than fitness for a
silver lined medal, with David Baird
(M75) and Moreland Smith both showing
great versatility to gain the same coloured
medals. Irwin Barrett-Lennard (M85),
with his enviable knee lift, was all class
in his run to earn another title.

Ben Armstrong (M35) took gold in his
race, with Ross Langford (M40) and Rob
Nichols (M40) scoring gold and bronze
respectively in a very competitive
division.  In the M45’s Patrick Jones and
Jason Woolley were the minor medallists
as were Trevor Scott (M55) and Akos
Gyarmathy (M60). Kevin Matthews
(M50) ran another perfectly paced race to
sit atop the podium as did Rob Cattrall
(M60) and Giovanni Puglisi (M65).

MAWA athletes Deidre McPhee (W30),
Vanessa Carson (W35), Eulalia van
Bloomestein (W45) Kate Ingram (W50)
all produced gold medal-winning efforts
over the 8km course with Karyn Gower,
Petra Jerejian, Tracey Gleeson and Lori

Sexton also running into the medals,
although kudos must be given to all the
competitors.

The 10km road walk was well
supported by MAWA members with
top-notch performances the order of the
day. Melissa Lewis (W35) took just over
an hour to win her age group, with
Regina Crouch (W45) scoring the same
position. The MAWA W50 trio of Karyn
Tolardo, Wendy Farrow and Cheryl-Lee
Dean finished in that order for a clean
sweep of the medals. Multiple world
record and world title holder, Lyn
Ventris produced a stunning
performance of 56:06 (92.32%) for the
fastest women’s time of the day, in a
display of equal parts technique and
tenacity.

Wayne Byram (M45), Andrew
Duncan (M50) and Victor Munoz (M60)
are all national champions. Andrew’s
time of 49:52 is a credit to many hours
of training and dedication in his return
to competition.

Day Four

British athletes Julie Wilson and
Cathy Stewart set off with the
women’s cross country field.
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Cross Country

PATRICK
JONESGREG WILSON, ALAN GRAY

and JOHN FISHER
GEOFF
VINE

CLARE
WARDLE

and PETRA
JEREJIAN

The pack heads off

in the early stages of

the women’s cross
country race.

Trevor Scott, Ross Langfordand Rob Nichols lead DarrenPeacock and Simon White.
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200m

Melissa Foster, NSW’sSonia Mbekhta and JaimeLovell power off the bend.

Qld’s Julie Brims leads the W50

field into the straight to win gold.

LEE-ANNE NELSON, MARIACIMINO and LISA LIMONAS

BARRIE
KERNAGHAN,

TREVOR GUPTILL

and KEITH HOWDEN

CARMEL MEYER andSHARON MOLONEY
JOHN LAMB, MICHAEL

BYRNE AND ROB
ANTONIOLLI

PEGGY MACLIVERand CHRIS WARING
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10km walk
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ANDREW
JAMIESON

DANIEL
LOWE

ANDREW
DUNCAN

MELISSA
LEWISKARYN TOLARDO

HEATHER
CARR

LYNNE
SCHICKERT

LEFT: Lyn Ventris takes a

drink on her way to another

gold medal .
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Successful debut

My Nationals
As real newcomers to athletics,
travelling from Denmark to the AMA
Championships in Perth was a real
privilege – and far earlier than either
of us planned on attending a National
meet. With no State Championships
this year, our National debut would
be our only chance to run on a
“proper” track after a season on the
“lush” grass track of Albany.

I’m coming off my second ever
season while Jasmine was
convinced to join the Albany Athletics
Club this season – having no
previous athletics experience. The
AMA Championships gave us an
amazing opportunity to learn and
grow as athletes – with much larger
(stronger and faster) fields of
competitors in all our events to push
us along.

I came to the Championships
hoping for a PB in the 800m and
entered the 1500m and the Outdoor
Pentathlon to make the time away

from home worthwhile. The M30 age-
group is regularly low on numbers, so
medals weren’t my goal.

At the meet, I shaved a few seconds
off the 800m and enjoyed racing in
such a big and fast M30-54 1500m
field (Albany’s final club 1500m event
had just three runners aged 16 to 67).
I was shocked to achieve PBs in four
of the five Pentathlon disciplines and
finished well behind the very
impressive Patrick McCarthey (QLD).
Given the PBs, the National Silver in
the Pentathlon is my most treasured
medal from the meet.

Jasmine had been convinced by
myself and Brenda Painter to enter the
AMA Championships to obtain some
times and experience. There was a
particularly large and talented field in
the W35 category, with Melissa Foster
dominating her events and the likes of
Rhiannon Lester and Ingrid Wilcock
providing serious class.

The group competed hard but
willingly gave advice and

encouragement to Jasmine during
the meet. Jasmine ran PBs in the
60m and 100m – having just bought
some spikes a few weeks before the
meet – as well as a PB in the 800m
(Outdoor Pentathlon). Most proud of
her jumps, Jasmine managed to
increase her triple jump PB by an
entire metre, and long jump by 47cm,
collecting two WA State Silver
medals.

Our Albany club mates brought
support (and last-minute coaching),
especially sprint queen, Brenda
Painter; barefoot racer, Erica Mercer;
Carey and John Dickason; and Peter
Muller. The comradery and support
from our fellow competitors was also
greatly appreciated. While the level
of competition was ahead of us, we
never felt unwelcome and look
forward to continuing our Masters
Athletics journey from our South
Coast athletics outpost.

CARL HESLOP

MAIN PHOTO: Carl Heslop
runs past Graeme Watson in
the final few strides of the
pentathlon 1500m. INSET:
Jasmine and Carl Heslop
reflect on their first Nationals.
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Pentathlon

AMA Championships – Perth 2018

JASMINE HESLOPIAN COTTON JANNE WELLS

STEVE
FULLER

CHRIS NEALE MELISSA FOSTER ANDREW BROOKER

LEFT: Donna Abbey

(left) and Annemarie

O’Donovan fight out the

800m.
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OSSI IGEL
GEOFF GEE

JIM DAVIS

MARY THOMAS

ROBERT
CLARK

TODD
DAVEY

LEFT: Byrony Glass dances

across the circle as she

prepares to launch another

top throw.

DORN JENKINS

Weight throw
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Relays

ANNMARIE O’DONOVAN
FIONA LEONARDto JANNE WELLSMICHAEL BYRNE

ACT’s John Lamb (left)

hands the baton to Robert

Wright as WA’s Donovan

Roets passes the baton to

Dawson Miller in the 4x100m

relay.

LEFT: Victoria’s Monica Hinson

takes the baton from Rhiannon

Lester as WA’s Jaime Lovell takes

over from Melissa Foster.

PATRICK McCARTHEY

to MARK McLEAN
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Looking ahead

British Masters Championships,
Birmingham, England
August 25-26, 2018

WMA Stadia Championships,
Malaga Spain,
September 4-16, 2018

WMA Indoor Championships,
Torun Poland, March, 24-30, 2019

AMA Championships, Melbourne,
April 26-29, 2019

OMA Championships, Mackay. August 31 to
September 7, 2019

WMA Stadia Championships,
Toronto Canada, July 22 to
August 1, 2020


